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Abstract
Hermoupolis, the “first industrial urban centre of modern Greece and one of the first
Greek cities to have an urban plan” (Stephanou, 2003, pp.316), was turned into a field of action
for the most famous architects of 19th-20th century. The historical centre has a special
character, due mainly to the interaction of settlers deriving from different cultural backgrounds,
who "left" a strong imprint on the culture, economy and architecture of the city.
A remarkable percentage of the city’s architectural heritage consists of buildings of
humble anonymous architecture. However, it is not characterized by them. In situ research led
to the observation of two controversial situations. The core of the historic centre, mainly
neoclassical, has been greatly promoted and preserved. On the other hand, the urban fabric of
the folk districts has undergone various alterations, both morphological and functional. The
simplicity of their forms, as opposed to the elaborate architectural elements of the neoclassical
buildings of the second and third period, puts folk houses in a second place and makes them
vulnerable to change.
Aggeliki Chatzimichali, an important folklorist and writer, points out the educational
value of examining the folk buildings, even if they lack in aesthetic significance (Chatzimichali
in Filippidis, 1989). These structures often constitute historical evidence of the creation of a
new city and part of the historic continuity of a place. Therefore, the aim of this research is to
examine and analyse the folk districts of Ermoupolis, in order to highlight their significance.
Keywords: Hermoupolis, Folk houses, Folk Architecture
1. Historical and social analysis
1.1: Historic evolution of Hermoupolis
Syros, showing indications of occupation from the Early Cycladic period (2.700 BC), is
inhabited continuously in all the following periods, by people of various racial origins, gets
occupied by different conquerors until 324 AD, shows decline and abandonment due to
increasing piracy, for a whole millennium until 1207. It is then captured by the Venetian Marco
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Sanudo, in the name of the Doge of Venice, and is subordinated to the Duchy of Naxos: it is
the time when Ano Syros is settled and the Catholic doctrine is accepted. However, the Greek
language and a small Orthodox parish are preserved, that of St. Nicholas the Poor. For about
three centuries, the island has a peculiar feudal status, and Ano Syros acquires a fortress
character, until 1537, when occupied by the head of the Ottoman fleet Hajreddin Barbarossa
and the Ottoman domination is established. The final destruction of the Duchy comes in 1579,
followed, after negotiations, by some extremely important privileges: tax reduction, religious
freedom, recognition of arbitration among Christians and prohibition of the establishment of
genitsari. In 1635 the Capuchins settle in Syros and in 1744 the Jesuits. In 1728, a period of
economic recovery begins, which culminates in the transition from the 18th to the 19th century.
Due to the special status of the islands, self-government is developing, in 1779 the
administration of Syros is assigned to the local organs and the authority is exercised by the
Council of Presidents (Agriantoni et al., 2000). As a result of the aforementioned: the reduction
of piracy, the increase of the commercial traffic in the port and the development of trade,
particularly wine, as well as of the shipping due to the switch of a large proportion of farmers
in these sectors of the economy and, of course, the population growth, which doubles from 2000
to 4000 inhabitants.
Population evolution that has been accomplished and seems to have been completed in
about four millennia, is relaunched unexpectedly, with new population components this time,
and is implemented in just four years from 1821 to 1824: with the outbreak of the Greek
Revolution of 1821, Syros maintains a neutral attitude (Agriantoni et al., 2000). J. Stephanou
(2003, pp. 113) states: "The Syrians remain taxed to the Turks until 1823, while paying taxes to
the Greek administration as well, thus remaining undisturbed by both belligerents, while they
liked to argue that the island is under French protection and nothing can be done without the
approval of their custodians".
The neutral attitude of Catholic Syros during the Revolution made the island a safe haven
for many residents coming from different regions throughout Greece: "From Serres to Crete.
From the coasts of Ionia and Bosporus to the English-dominated Eptanisa. From the
Peloponnese and Central Greece to the snow-capped peaks of Epirus. From all the islands of
the Aegean: mainly from them" (Drakakis 2000, p.p 1).
The arrival of refugees is divided into three phases:
A. 1821-1822: The first refugees come mainly from Smyrna and Cydonia. They are housed
by the locals in Ano Syros, in houses and churches. Progressively, new refugees from Asia
Minor, Rhodes, Crete and Samos are coming to the streets.
B. 1822: Year in which Chios is destroyed, a fact that is decisive for the rapid rise of the
refugee wave. Tens of thousands of refugees from Chios resort to Mykonos, Andros, Kea,
Milos, and especially to Syros because it was centrally located and had a good natural
harbour. Very soon, the newcomers from Chios traders reorganize their networks by
achieving the normal flow of trade already in the year 1823.
C. 1824: Year in which Psara is destroyed, Kasos is occupied and the rebellion in Crete is
suppressed. A new wave of refugees completes the mosaic of Syros population.
Until the arrival of the first refugees, there are few buildings in the port of Syros that
operated mainly as shops, warehouses, offices and hotels (Stephanou, 2003). The first houses
were built in the years 1821-1822 by wealthy Syros inhabitants. The refugees, considering their
staying as temporary, first settled in tents and wooden huts, while the first stone-built houses
were gradually erected (Boryde Saint-Vincent in Travlos, Kokkos 1980). Thus, neighborhoods
of people of the same origin taking their name from the areas of origin of the inhabitants, are
formed: Chiotika (people coming from Chios), Hydraiika, Machalas of Cretans, Psariana,
Evripaotika (Evoia), Kardamilitika (Kardamilies of Chios), as well as other neighborhoods that
do not declare origin but are just place names (Vrondado, Vaporia, Kalivakia, Five Mills,
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Peukakia) (Drakakis, 1979; Agriantoni et al., 2000). According to the census of 1828,
Ermoupolis had 13.805 inhabitants and 4.167 buildings. In addition, 1.100 refugees were added
to Ano Syros. Of these, one-third were people coming from Chios and one-fifth people coming
from Smyrna and Kydonies. Additionally, 200 foreigners were registered.
According to Drakakis researcher (2000, pp. g’), the term "settlement of Ermoupolis"
identifies the period between 1821-1827, during which the main population of the new city was
gathered in the deserted -until that time- beach of Syros, the first houses were built as well as
the first Temple of Metamorphosis (1824) and the name was given to the newly established
settlement, which was recognized as an independent legal entity. The new city, has acquired its
own name, was set up in an independent community and, since 1825, was sending a
Representative to the Parliament.
The Archives of the Municipality of Ano Syros contains a rich collection of community,
notary and other evidence of the Ottoman domination. Among them, and two Land Registers
of the island, valuable sources of knowledge for the formation of Syros society. After their
study, it was revealed that "… the stability of the surnames, the existence of few families having
a lot of genealogical branches and a long-standing presence and the almost total absence of
the newly established inhabitants of various origins, constitute strong indications that the Syros
society before the Revolution of 1821 was a society structured strictly on the basis of local
families, closed and quite isolated from its surroundings" (Dimitropoulos 2008, pp. 63).
From the period of the settlement of the first inhabitants at the coastal area, a very
important list of refugee facilities at the aggradation, was saved at the Central Office of the
Greek General State Archives. The word determines, according to the current terminology,
"filling" or "landfill shallow sea area". The aggradation included the Sanitary establishment,
the current Kanari Square and part of the current market. It identifies the first place of settlement
of the refugees mainly as one of their work activities from the time of their arrival to the
registration in 1834 of their properties (Fenerli, 2008).
The 19th-century travel texts provide a wealth of information on the island. "For Syros,
the overthrow of the power framework that is taking place with the events of the Revolution
brings a new stream of travellers of another type… Among them, missionaries, military,
German scientists, geologists, archaeologists, artists, writers, and political correspondents, as
well as the king's entourage. Hermoupolis was a port, a gateway to an unexpected place with
the incredible revitalizing power of redefinition, still a gateway to the East of their visions and
quests, linking, the same way as the Aegean itself, between the Western rationalism and the
Oriental skepticism "(Viggopoulou 2008, pp. 46, 51).
1.2: The economic and social life of Hermoupolis in the 19th century
The city of Hermoupolis had an international orientation from its establishment. "Due to
a large number of refugees - who did not have other life resources - the crafts, the shipping,
construction and the public works were developed. Tannery grew spectacularly and the Syrian
leathers were exported to the Balkans and Turkey. The production activity of the new city turned
out to be more long-lived than any other. Technicians and technical traditions from all over the
eastern Mediterranean crossed here "(Simos 2011, pp. 15).
Syros benefited from the rise in trade and maritime transportations and communications
in the Eastern Mediterranean. The merchants of Hermoupolis, having close family ties with
merchants and bankers of the diaspora, developed cooperation and secured the necessary
funding. The foreign ports, in which Hellenism was concentrated, were mainly the ones trading
with Hermoupolis and the port of Hermoupolis constituted a gateway to Western industrial
products (Kardasis, 1985). They merchants constituted the largest part of the economically
active population - in 1833 3,000 merchants were registered in Hermoupolis - occupying the
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highest positions in the economic and social life of the city. Among them, the Chios merchants
were the most prestigious population group. Furthermore, during the first period of
development, there was a strong tendency for cooperation between homogeneous population
groups (Ibid, 1985).
After the 1870s, external factors such as the exclusion of Greek ports from England and
the inability to borrow from abroad contributed dramatically to the decline of Hermoupolis
(Kardasis, 1985; Agriantoni, 2008). The prestige of trade and shipping was taken by the
industrial production, with a catalyst change of leadership from the Chios merchants to the
Peloponnesian industrialists (Agriantonis, 2008). The local strong financial system, the rich
experience in the international economic environment, the distinct social stratification and the
existence of a working population contributed significantly in the re-adaptation and
industrialization of Hermoupolis (Agriantonis, 2008; Papastafanakis, 2008).
In the late 19th century, due to the recession of trade and shipping and the industrialization
of the local economy, a wave of workers migrated to Hermoupolis from the rest of the Cycladic
islands. Hermoupolis is thus transformed in an urban space of coexistence of people of different
geographic, social, cultural and religious origin, whose predominant social reality is that of paid
employment (Papastaganakis, 2008).
At the level of political life, the behaviour of the citizens of Hermoupolis is mainly
characterized by indifference and discomfort towards the central state, with which they deal
only for favourable legislative arrangements (Kardasis, 1985). The ruling class is primarily
concerned with securing the local economic and social power, which is exercised directly
without any doubt from the rest of the social groups. For most of the 19th century, the local
political life was occupied by the conflict between the Chians and the anti-Chians for the
municipality of Hermoupolis - a war that found room for expression through the local press and
the corresponding associations (Ibid., 1985).
The common origin initially plays an important role in the formation of the identity of the
inhabitants of Hermoupolis. With the end of the economic boom and in the decades following,
the social relations mature to a more typical socio-economic class differentiation (Loukos,
2008).
Regarding the way of life, the ruling commercial class was orientated early on in the
reproduction of the western urban model. Much of the accumulated capital was spent on the
construction of luxury residences with western architectural standards, and there was
considerable spending on the purchase of products and fabrics from Trieste and Marseilles, for
the adoption of the European way of clothing (Cardasis,1985).
As far as refugee settlement areas are concerned, they were selected either on the basis of
economic activity or of the economic class (Ibid, 1985). As long as the establishment in
Hermoupolis is consolidated, the occupation and the economic class are superior to the origin
in the choice of residence (Loukos, 2008). The Psarians chose the area of Metamorphosis above
the yard and the Chian merchants chose the beautiful view of the eastern edge of Agios
Nikolaos, called Vaporia (Kardasi, 1985). In the census of 1861, there is an uneven dispersal in
the parishes, typical of the social hierarchy, with Agios Nikolaos being inhabited mainly by
merchants, Saint George by sailors, and the Idraika by workers (Loukos, 2008).
2. Architectural analysis
According to the scholars I. Travlos and A. Kokkou (1980), the houses of Hermoupolis
can be divided into three categories depending on their architectural features:
a. Buildings of folk or insular type, as it had been known since the Ottoman era.
b. Houses of neoclassical style, on which have been applied Greek and Renaissance design
patterns (Romantic Classicism).
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c. Neoclassical buildings, with evident influences from Athenian Neoclassicism.
The purpose of this analysis is to examine the buildings of the first category, that is to
say, the Folk Houses of Hermoupolis, which date back to the period 1821-1835 (Agriantoni,
Fenerli 2010).
The obligatory coexistence of people, coming from different social and cultural
backgrounds, has led to a fruitful cultural reconciliation. One of its manifestations was the
construction of the first houses19, which incorporated architectural elements from the settlers’
origin, mixed with those of the local tradition (Papaioannou et al., 2008).
It is considered necessary to clarify that the term “Folk” does not refer to the financial
and social status of the owners, but it is justified “if one examines the character or style of the
forms and decoration” (Bouras, 1989, pp.21-22). Nevertheless, the essential differences pointed
out via bibliographical research and in situ observations, render necessary the distinction of folk
houses in two separate categories:
a. Folk manor houses and
b. Folk houses of insular type.
2.1: Folk manor houses
These buildings belonged to wealthy owners and were the first houses of the urban type
in the city of Ermoupolis (Stephanou, 2003). Despite constructional and morphological
variations, their design is based on some common features. Each function, such as residential
use, is governed by rules and follows a specific "type". Typically, folk manor houses are twostoreyed with the several functions distributed both in the lower and upper floors. In the lower
level are located the kitchen, the dining area and auxiliary spaces, while in the upper floor one
may find the reception area, a semi-open loggia (hagiati) and the family’s bedrooms
(Agriantoni, Fenerli, 2010). From a constructional aspect, the ground floor consists of loadbearing stone masonry, the walls of the upper level are of timber-frame structure, while both
systems are externally coated. The floors are made of timber, the same as the roofs which are
covered with ceramic tiles and decorated with wooden cornices. Ceilings, windows and doors
are also made of timber and they are either panelled or of German type (Stephanou, 2003).
Among the most important features of folk, manor houses are the covered balconies and the
semi-open loggia. In some cases, the house is built in a retreat from the road. Then, a small
courtyard is created, that function as a filter between the residential privacy and the public street
life. Also, in these cases, an external staircase, leading to the upper floor, is usually added.
During the survey, the most important building of this type were identified within the
urban fabric of Ermoupolis and are the following:
a)
Grigorios Stephanou Residence (Clonou and Kiparissou Stephanou street), known as G.
Stefano manor house. It is a designated monument from1987 (FEK 475/Β/3-9-1987) (Figure
1). It was built in 1822 and might be the first building in Hermoupolis made of stone. In the
literature, it is referred to as "Clinic of Kabanaros", "Clinic Evangelismos" and "Lyceum of
Greek women", while nowadays it operates as a restaurant. This house has a great
morphological interest. More specifically, on the first floor, one may point out a covered terrace,
which resembles the traditional open loggia. It is based on six marble columns with simple
capitals and is embedded in the gap between the two wings of the “Π” shaped upper level.

19

Information on the first houses their location and owners, have been provided by Andreas Choumis, historian
and journalist from Syros, in a series of articles published in Helios newspaper.
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Figure 1: Grigorios Stephanou Residence.

b)
Building located in a sideway of Stamatiou Prwiou street No50 (Figure 2,3 a, b). This
house is not immediately detected by an observer and is accessed from a narrow side-way. It is
a rare example of a building that incorporates elements from the Macedonian traditional
architecture. On that main façade, four wooden columns create three aches, a kind of a semiopen loggia. A special morphological feature is a notch at the place where the key of the arches
should be located (Stephanou, 2003). The wooden balcony is based on three wooden struts and
is closed with a solid wood panelled bannister. The exact date of the manor is not known, nor
is the name of its original owner. It was designated as a modern monument in 1994 and is
referred to as the property of E. Trakas (ΦΕΚ 695/Β/14-9-1994). In 1998 conservation works
were conducted and today it is found in a very good condition with only minor external
damages.

Figure 2: Building in a sideway of Stamatiou Prwiou street No50. It is evident that the
house is not easily distinguishable from the street level. (Source: author’s own)
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Figure 3a,b: Main façade of the building.
Particularly interesting morphology of
the arcade. (Source: author’s own)

Figure 4: Salachas Residence (Figure 4), main façade towards the street.
(Source: HERMES database)

c)
Salachas Residence (Figure 4), built in 1822 (Chiou street, near Miaouli square). This
house is also a designated monument since 1994 (FEK 695/Β/14-9-1994) and belongs to the
heirs of Salachas, thus it is still in the ownership of the original family. Similarly, to the
Grigorios Stephanou Residence, it is one of the first buildings of Hermoupolis. According to
the HERMES database, from a constructional aspect, this house belongs to the category AT,
which includes buildings with load-bearing stone masonry, without friezes or diaphragms
(0746003). Although several interventions have taken place, today the building is in a good
condition and in its front part houses one of the most well-known bars in the city. The most
severe alteration is the closure of the covered balcony with wooden-frame glazing, which is
however in harmony with the whole due to its material.
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d)
N.Prasakakis Residence (Vaphiadaki and Chariton street) (Figure 5, 6 a,b). This
house belongs as well in the first generation of urban residences in Hermoupolis, but
unfortunately, the exact date of its creation is not known. The façade, towards the courtyard of
the manor, has two series of arched openings, in both lower and upper levels, that resemble
with an open loggia. The arcade of the first floor consists of two quoins and two columns,
decorated with simple capitals. The whole structure presents introversion as the open loggia
turns to the courtyard at the back of the house rather than the road. According to information
from the HERMES database, it belongs in the category DT, which includes buildings with loadbearing stone masonry, with friezes or concrete diaphragms, as well as buildings with mixed
load-bearing system (concrete and stone masonry) (763001). The most significant alterations
that this building has undergone are the division in two separate residences, that is accompanied
by a rearrangement of internal spaces, and the concrete slab that has replaced the original timber
roof.

Figure 5: N.Prasakakis Residence, A concrete slab has replaced the roof. (Source:
author’s own)

Figure 6: a) The introvert character of the house.
b) The open loggia of the first floor is barey
visible from the street. (Source: author’s own)
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e)
K. Pangalos Residence (20 Tsiropina Street) (Figure 7). An inscription on the
entrance’s marble lintel provide us with the date of construction, which is 1839, and also the
initials “C.P.” that probably correspond to the name of the original owner (Figure 8). This
manor house consists of two building volumes, one single storey and one two-storey. The main
entrance is reached by a stairway, hidden behind a stone wall. On the first floor, one may notice
a sheltered balcony and an arcade, closed by glass windows, that functions as the entrance. The
timber frames of the openings appear to have a special morphological interest.

Figure 7: K. Pangalos Residence. The entrance is accessible via a
staircase hidden behind the wall of the façade. (Source: author’s own)

Figure 8: Inscription on the entrance’s marble lintel. (Source: author’s own)
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f)
Mytaraki Residence (28 Apollonos street) (Figure 9,10). It was built in 1827, being
in thus the oldest remaining dwelling of this neighbourhood, while it is a designated monument
since 1987 (FEK 475/Β/3-9-1987). One could say that it is the most interesting folk manor
house because it is the only one that has both a triangular projection (known as sahnisi) and a
loggia in the corner of the first floor. The loggia is comprised of seven arched openings, which
seem to have been originally open but nowadays they are filled with timber frame glass
windows. In total, the building is in a bad state of preservation. One major deterioration that is
easily noted is the use of inappropriate material, probably cement coating, during the coating
of its facades. The existence of a marble pediment on the entrance lintel, probably a later
influence from the neoclassic style, is deemed as a very important morphological feature.
Another interesting point is the structure of the manor house, which follows the folk tradition
with a ground floor stone masonry and the first floor made of timber frame walls (tsatma), that
are lighter. During the research, a similar structure was encountered only in the building with
codename 767001 in the HERMES system, which is located on Em. Roides and Chr.
Evangelidou streets (Figure 11).

Figure 9: Mytaraki Residence. Characteristic element is the corner, once open, loggia.
(Source: author’s own)

Figure 10: The projection of the first floor, known as “sahnisi”, a orphological influence
from traditional Macedonian and Balkan architecture (Source: author’s own)
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Figure 11: House 767001 in HERMES database,
the only other building with a projection
resembling a sahnisi. (Source: author’s own)

2.2: Folk houses of insular type
In this section, the anonymous, folk, small-scale, and in many cases handmade and based
on improvisation, houses will be analyzed; those serving the basic needs, without aspirations
for real art (Bouras, 1989). In contrast to the mοre affluent settlers, the rest of the refugees
created neighbourhoods based on origin, which nowadays comprise residential complexes
(Figure 12).

Figure 12: Folk neighborhood in Hermoupolis. (Source: author’s own)
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Similarly, to the aforementioned manors, folk houses bear the architectural characteristics
of their owner’s place of origin. However, common features can be noticed despite each
typology. With regards to construction materials, the stone is the predominant one, which is
then plastered (Travlos, 2001). Window frames are made of wood, usually panelled or of
German type. Morphologically, these constructions are single or two-storey, elongated, or
“makrinaria” as they are known in the bibliography, [with their narrow- or flat-façade facing
the street] (Papaioannou et al., 2008), and in their majority covered with a flat roof (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Typical folk house. (Source: author’s own)

However, there are case studies with tiled roofs, single-slopped or pitched; an
architectural feature common in the islands of Hydra, Kasos and Crete (ibid). The most common
characteristic of all constructions is the proximity to human scale, as well as the harmony with
the natural and built environment. Their form generally refers to a traditional Aegean house,
hence to the houses of “Ano Syros”. A noticeable difference is that the buildings of
Hermoupolis "are not subject to the limitations of the customary law of the Ottoman period ...
since there is no tightness of space" (Stephanou, 2003, p. 322). Therefore, one can notice the
creation of courtyards either at the point of entry [extroverted houses] or on the rear of the
buildings [introverted houses].
Quite different architectural forms can be noted in one single neighbourhood. Despite
studying folk houses and folk neighbourhoods, a single and certain architectural style cannot
be implied. Buildings can be divided into two categories:
a. The folk, usually one-room houses of semi-urban insular type, and
b. The more elaborate houses.
A typical example of the first category is the case of Psariana district, which is a purely
residential area and one of the oldest ones that still retains, to a large extent, its original
“labyrinthian structure” (Agriantoni, Fenerli, 2010, pp.111), with open, small-scale public
squares, formed in the space left by the dwellings. In this area of the city, one may notice simple,
one or two-storey houses, with their entrances located either in parallel to the street or in a
recess and reached through a courtyard. In areas with heavily inclined terrain, such as
Hermoupolis, one may find elongated houses (makrinaria), arranged vertically to the slope,
with small lateral courtyards (Papaioannou et al., 2008).
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Except for these simple forms, there are also some more elaborate structures. Cases of
two-storey buildings with an external staircase leading either to a small inner yard on the first
floor (solar or pounti) or large terraces (tsardia), are particularly characteristic of Chios
architecture (Papaioannou et al., 2008) and are noted very often in the folk districts of
Hermoupolis. Moreover, a typical example of the architecture of Psara is the formation of
facades with decorative elements [influenced by the mansions of the Kambos of Chios] (ibid,
pp. 56). However, ornamented facades with folk morphological features, are noted also in the
architectural tradition of Crete (ibid, pp.220), thus the origin of this trend is not easily
distinguishable with primary research. A common example of Hydraic architecture is the twostorey building, with long facades and additional spaces that create a “Γ”-shaped floor plan
(ibid, pp.88). Also, in this case, it is difficult to recognize the place of origin, as the “Γ”-shaped
floor plan is also found in Casos and Crete. In the refugee districts of Ermoupolis, there are
examples of this type, as well as variants with the auxiliary buildings not being in contact with
the main volume.
The study and analysis of the HERMES database provide interesting data on the
pathology, the alterations and the proposed degree of protection of these buildings. An
indicative fact of the current situation is that 29.06% of the folk houses (except those designated
as monuments) belongs in the D or E category pathology. This means that 30-100% of the
building demonstrates problems, ranging from a significant disintegration to total or partial
collapse (Hatzigrigoriou, 2012, p. 293). The above-mentioned rate is consistent with the
category “Good/bad condition”, as the 37,07% is in a poor state. 13,73% of the total number of
buildings is in a ruinous state, while 14.71% is abandoned and in many cases on the verge of
ruination.
On the other hand, the fact that 62% of the buildings are still used as residences and 53%
have been restored or reinforced, is very encouraging. It should be mentioned that the study of
the buildings included in the HERMES database and the addition of a new category of
“alterations” indicates that the restoration process conducted in the past did not always have the
desired result. Approximately half of the buildings (47,32%) have undergone interventions that
affect their architectural and/or functional morphology. These alterations range from adding
new floors made of reinforced concrete to the replacement of traditional projections (sahnisia)
with concrete balconies or to the addition of modern canopies. According to the HERMES
database, 52,68% of folk houses should be designated as modern monuments. Out of these, 15
buildings are already ruined and 22 are abandoned, while 49 are in poor condition. These data
are evidence of the existence of remarkable and powerful building shells that could have been
better handled.
Conclusions
The limited number of the existing folk manor houses renders them as important historical
evidence for the study of Hermoupolis evolution through time. The research has shown that
most of the folk manor houses are statutorily protected and designated as monuments. However,
the act of designation is not enough to save the historic buildings. For example, the particularly
interesting building of Mytaraki Residence has been coated with cement mortar, which has a
disastrous effect on the historic structure, even if it is a designated monument since 1987.
Severe alterations are noted also in Prasakaki Residence, due to the concrete slab that replaced
the original roof, but it should be designated as a monument as a typical example of a building
with open loggia to a courtyard. Another quite often type of alteration, is the closure of the open
loggia with glass windows, fortunately, timber-framed. Therefore, in addition to the
designation, it is very important to raise public awareness and impose strict controls by the
responsible authorities.
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Also, it is obvious that a residence designed in the early 19th century is practically difficult
to accommodate the modern needs of a family. This issue was documented by interviewing an
elderly resident of Psariana district, who points out that more and more of her neighbours sell
or abandon their homes in order to move in other villages and suburbs of Hermoupolis. She
characteristically stated, “They are all gone…Someday our grandchildren will return and
restore them [the houses]”. A "blind" preservation of a "standard folk traditional expression,
imposed by tourist necessities" (Stephanou 2003, p. 316), would not be the optimal solution.
Nevertheless, there is an urgent need for these small districts to be preserved, an act that will
protect their identity while at the same time the building shells will be rendered functional once
more.
Through all of the above mentioned we have been led to the creation of an infographic
that aims to raise awareness of the local community on the folk houses of Hermoupolis that are
at risk (Figure 14). During the in-situ research, photographic material was collected, and
informal interviews were held with local residents to collect views, experiences and memories
from the field itself. The method of brainstorming was then used among the members of the
research team to create an initial frame of the infographic board. Through this process, the idea
of an anthropocentric approach was born, that focuses on the following points:
a. The selection of three characteristic examples of folk architecture and the graphic
representation of their most distinct architectural elements.
b. The selection of clothing and economic activity for the representation of socio-economic
characteristics.
c. The graphic representation of an abstract map, using different colours to represent the
diffusion of the refugees in the area of Hermoupolis.
d. The graphic representation of an imaginary folk neighbourhood, in order to integrate the
folk houses in a narrative that refers to the social ties of the field.
e. The incorporation into the infographic of a graffiti - that we encountered in the field and
refers to oblivion and memory - as a bottom-up recolonization of space (Figure 15).
f. The use of the informal interviews held with the inhabitants, in the form of phrases, to
highlight the human everyday experience.

Figure 14: Infographic board about the folk houses of Hermoupolis. (Source: author’s own)
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Figure 15: Graffiti saying “Remember?” that was integrated in the infographic, it refers to a general
question toward the local community. (Source: author’s own)
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